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The US Healthcare market is unique. To effectively sell into it you must first 
understand its issues and business drivers.

First, the market is dominated by a larger regulatory and reimbursement 
framework. Second, these pressures create three primary business drivers that 
are ubiquitous across healthcare and healthcare account types. Understanding 
these drivers makes it easier for you to align IPRO solutions with prospect needs 
and provide value during the sales process.

The three core business drivers are:

 ► Improving patient outcomesf
 ► Reducing costs
 ► Improving access to care 

The Regulatory and Reimbursement 
Framework in US Healthcare 
Understanding how the political, regulatory and reimbursement framework 
for the US Healthcare market has evolved over the last five years provides 
insights into the motives and business drivers of the key decision makers in your 
accounts. The following is a summary of the key milestones.

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
The Affordable Care Act seeks to transform the delivery of healthcare services 
by transforming the quality, cost and delivery of care. It was signed into law on 
March 23, 2010 and has passed several milestones. 

Healthcare Industry Trends

Patient’s Bill of Rights 
went into effect to 
protect consumers

Medicare recipients 
get key preventive 
services for free

Accountable Care Organizations 
and other programs prompt 
providers to work together to 
provide better care

Open enrollment in 
Health Insurance 
Marketplace begins

All Americans will have 
access to affordable 
health insurance options

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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The key actions of 2012
Major structural changes in US Healthcare happened in 2012 that have a 
significant impact on your ability to position solutions with customers. These 
impacted two of the three core business drivers:

Improving patient outcomes and reducing costs. Note: IPRO is not currently 
addressing the third driver: Improving access to care.

Measuring Outcomes
One of the most fundamental changes in managing healthcare is that providers 
will no longer be reimbursed just for delivering care, they must also show better 
outcomes. Two key programs are now in place for measuring outcomes in 
hospitals: Value-Based Purchasing (VBP) and the Hospital Consumer Assessment 
of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS).

Value-Based Purchasing (VBP)
Value-Based Purchasing (VBP) adjusts Medicare’s payments to reward – or 
penalize –hospitals based on the quality of care that they provide to patients, 
including the patients’ perception of care. This is important because hospitals 
generally operate on thin operating margins. These incentives or penalties could 
be the difference between a profitable vs. non-profitable business model.

Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare  
Providers and Systems (HCAHPS)
HCAHPS introduces additional outcome measures that are based on a variety of 
performance factors. These factors are scored and weighted as follows:

Healthcare Industry Trends

Efficiency 20% Clinical Process: 20%

Patient experience 30%Outcomes 30%
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Meaningful Use and Its impact on  
the Bottom Line
In 2009 The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act mandated that all 
healthcare providers adopt and demonstrate ‘Meaningful Use’ of Electronic 
Medical Records (EMR) by January 1, 2014.

Meaningful Use is a 3-stage process with new objectives at each stage:

 ► Stage 1 (2011-2012): Data capture and sharing
 ► Stage 2 (2014): Advance clinical processes
 ► Stage 3 (2017-2018): Improved Outcomes

 
EMR were introduced to ensure all exchanges of patient information are secure 
and confidential.

Additional objectives were to reduce paperwork and administrative burdens, cut 
costs, reduce medical errors and improve overall care.

Meaningful Use is directly tied to a healthcare provider’s bottom line, which is 
why it has become such an important business initiative. If providers do not meet 
the specified requirements within the timelines

What this means for selling IPRO solutions 
Knowing the importance of VBP and HCAHPS outcome measurements for 
your prospects helps you directly link our products’ ability to impact the 
quality of care to the financial performance of the hospital.

This provides a clear line of sight from IPRO product value to outcomes to 
overall financial performance.

Healthcare Industry Trends
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above, they risk compromising their existing Medicaid and Medicare 
reimbursement levels.

Note: Recently it was announced that Meaningful Use would be replaced with 
a more streamlined regulatory approach in line with the merit-based alternative 
payment models of the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015. 
New requirements will be rolling out in 2016, and while these will replace Stage 
3 requirements, it is likely the new approach will still require similar technology 
enhancements to support more advanced uses of medical information tied 
to evaluation of patient outcomes. Over time, this will drive more demand for 
delivering information at the point-of-care that IPRO solutions can enable.

Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPPA)
HIPAA establishes national standards for electronic health care transactions as 
well as protecting health insurance coverage for workers and their families when 
they change or lose their jobs.

HIPAA requirements drive the need for securing Patient Health Information (PHI) 
and secure communications related to PHI. This creates a requirement for secured 
communications channels that IPRO is uniquely positioned to address.

Healthcare Industry Trends

What this means for selling IPRO solutions
EMR is driving the mass digitization of medical records and is thereby 
transforming the business processes in healthcare. Providers are interested 
in solutions to help them execute processes via technology.

To make that work, your prospects need the ability to deliver information 
digitally at the point-of-care, which requires mobile devices to capture data. 
This creates a sustained and significant opportunity for IPRO and PIVOT™.  
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Failure to comply with HIPAA can lead to fines, penalties, costly corrective action 
for processes, and loss of reputation.

The Impact of the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA) on the Business of Healthcare
Almost every business decision a hospital or healthcare provider makes is now 
influenced by the business drivers we’ve identified. And their influence is felt 
from the board level on down to hospital administrators, IT managers and even 
physicians and nurses.

Affordable Care Act Impact on Selling to Healthcare

Healthcare Industry Trends

What this means for selling IPRO solutions
Knowing the business drivers of your prospects helps align our solutions 
with the needs of your buyers. It will help you understand how they 
prioritize their funding and allow you to link what you’re selling to the 
financial outcomes of the hospital.

Business Drivers

Business Initiatives

Improving Patient Outcomes

Clinical Workflow/ 
Nursing Efficiency UpgradesImproved 

Communications HIPAA/PHI Security

Mobile EMR 
Applications

Meaningful 
Use 3 – CDS

Delivery of Apps 
toNurses

Infection Control Care Coordination 
&Patient Transport

Reducing Cost
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Mobile is a 
Key Enabling 
Technology in 
Today’s Healthcare
Healthcare is an inherently mobile 
business. Nurses, physicians and 
technicians often have to go to 
the patient and they have to have 
full access to EMRs and other 
information. Phones are a necessity 
of care – just like air conditioning. 
The rise of digital information means 
caregivers need more information  
at the bed side, close to the  
point-of-care. Mobile devices are 
ubiquitous in the daily life of both 
patients and caregivers and now 
are moving closer to the point-of-
care. Clinicians use mobile devices 
to collaborate, access the patient’s 
EMR, and do many of the tasks that 
were previously regulated to  
a workstation.

Alert and patient-monitoring 
notification and nurse-call integration 
streamline workflows and increase 
efficiency while reducing costs. 
Instant access to EMR information 
and barcode tracking improve 
patient safety and outcomes. 

Other Key Concepts
There are additional key trends in 
healthcare that you need to be familiar 
with and can impact a prospects 
business initiatives:

 ► Positive Patient Identification: 
Ensures patient identification at the 
point-ofcare to help reduce errors 
or misidentification of patients

 ► Evidence Based Medicine: 
Optimizes decision-making  
by emphasizing the use of 
evidence from well-designed  
and conducted research

 ► Infection Control:  
A discipline concerned with 
preventing healthcare-associated 
infection, including the sanitization 
of end-user devices

 ► Health Informatics:  
A multidisciplinary field that uses 
health information technology (HIT) 
to improve health care

 ► Hospital Consolidation:  
A continuing trend for mergers 
and acquisitions in healthcare 
leading to IT purchase decisions 
being made at a higher level for 
a wider implementation

Healthcare Industry Trends
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Healthcare Industry Trends

The business requirements to 
enable these are complex and 
surrounded by a regulatory and 
compliance environment that 
demands strict security of healthcare 
information, and are governed 
by Meaningful Use requirements. 
Enterprise solutions must deliver the 
mobility, management and security 
needed to implement.

What this means for selling IPRO solutions
IPRO has a unique opportunity to provide solutions that align the initiatives 
of clinical and IT staff to achieve the overall healthcare organization 
business goals being driven by the shift in US Healthcare.

“Healthcare organizations 
are starting to evaluate how 
mobile communication devices 
can support voice
communication, clinician to 
clinician secure messaging,
alarm management, access to 
clinical references and task list 
prioritization.” 
- The Online Journal of Issues in Nursing
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ACCOUNT TYPES AND 
AVAILABLE MARKET
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It’s always important to know who you’re selling to, and in healthcare, that can 
be complicated. Some prospects will belong to large healthcare organizations 
and some may be small independents. To simplify, we segment our audience into 
primary target account types and secondary target account types.

Primary target account types
Primary accounts include three distinct account profiles: Integrated Delivery 
Networks (IDN), Acute Care (Community) Hospitals that are part of a Hospital 
System, and Independent Hospitals. IDN and Hospital System prospects provide 
the greatest opportunity for you to sell IPRO solutions.

Integrated Delivery Network (IDN)
An IDN is a system of healthcare providers and care outlets that provide care 
services and health insurance plans to patients in certain geographic areas. 
Services vary by IDN but can include acute care (hospital based care), long-term 
health, specialty clinics, primary care and home care services. 

What this means for selling IPRO solutions
IDNs were established in the 1980s to provide low-cost, high-quality 
care. The formation of Accountable Care Organizations through the ACA 
reinforces the attempt to create a coordinated care model with value-
based performance payments. Also note that:

 ► IDNs leverage their size to negotiate price

 ► Administrators play a greater role in decision-making

Account Types and Abailable Market
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Total Available Market (TAM)
 ► 626 IDNs operating at 1,500 hospitals,  

      employing 412,000 healthcare providers in  
      the US2

 ► Top 10 IDNs:3

• Kaiser Permanente (Sacramento, CA)

• UC Health (Oakland, CA)

• Partners Healthcare System (Boston)

• Ascension Health (St. Louis)

• New York-Presbyterian (New York)

• University of Texas Health System  
         (Austin)

• Sutter Health (Sacramento, CA)

• University of Pittsburgh Medical Center  
          (Pittsburgh)

• Cleveland Clinic Health System  
         (Cleveland)

• HCA Inc. (Nashville)

Acute Care (Community) Hospitals4

According to the American Hospital Association (AHA) 2013 Annual Survey, 
there are almost 5,000 community hospitals in the US. The AHA defines 
community hospitals as “all non-federal, short-term general, and other special 
hospitals.” Other special hospitals include obstetrics and gynecology; eye, ear, 
nose, and throat; rehabilitation; orthopedic; and other individually described 
specialty services.

Community hospitals include academic medical centers or other teaching 
hospitals that are non-federal short-term hospitals. Excluded are hospitals  

Account Types and Abailable Market

626
IDNs

Example: 
Kaiser Permante
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not accessible by the general public, such as prison hospitals or  
college infirmaries.

Of the 5,000 total, about 3,200 are a part of a hospital system, multi-hospital 
or a diversified single hospital system. A multi-hospital system is two or more 
hospitals owned by a central organization.

What this means for selling IPRO solutions
Most acute care hospital organizations are a part of a hospital system 
or network. Less than 300 are truly independent. There will be 
varying levels of back-end efficiencies and purchase decision-making 
consolidation. It will be imperative to identify who the decision-makers 
are and who the decisioninfluencers are in each account/organization.

Total Available Market (TAM)
 ► Approximately 5,000 community  

      hospitals with varying levels of  
      system or network consolidation.

Independent Hospitals

Example: 
Cuyuna Regional Medical Center, 

Crosby, MN

Account Types and Abailable Market

300
Independent

Hospitals

Secondary Target Account Types
In-Patient or Extended Care Facilities, which includes Elder Care Facilities are 
secondary healthcare target accounts. The Elder Care market is growing and 
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will provide an expanding opportunity space for IPRO, in particular the multi-unit 
residential care communities. However the slower market consolidation, limited 
budgets and less-standard physical environments can impact our sales success 
in these engagements.

In-Patient or Extended Care Facilities
These provide extended care for individuals who do not require the acute care 
provided in a hospital but who need more care than can be given at home. They 
meet the medical and non-medical needs of people with a chronic illness or 
disability or those rehabilitating from an acute illness.

Total Available Market (TAM)
 ► 58,500 providers (2012)6
 ► 4,800 adult day services centers
 ► 12,200 home health agencies
 ► 3,700 hospices
 ► 15,700 nursing homes
 ► 22,200 residential care communities

What this means for selling IPRO solutions
Most long-term care providers are for-profit, including 78.4% of residential 
care communities. Facilities’ clinical staffing models align to the non-acute 
care provided and include the following:

 ► Registered nurses
 ► Licensed practical or vocational nurses
 ► Nurse aides (used more than RNs or LPNs)

Account Types and Abailable Market

58,500
Extended Care

Facilities

Extended Care
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Elder Care Facilities
Within Extended Care facilities there is a large opportunity specifically within 
Elder Care. Aging populations increasingly demand and stimulate a job market in 
Elder Care. The Retirement Community industry was $60.2BN industry in 2014 
and projected to grow 5% annually between 2014 and 2019.

Total Available Market (TAM)
 ► 15,700 nursing homes

 ► 22,200 residential  
      care communities

 ► Top 10 senior care  
      service providers9

Account Types and Abailable Market

What this means for selling IPRO solutions
Most long-term care providers are for-profit, including 78.4% of residential 
care communities. Facilities’ clinical staffing models align to the non-acute 
care provided and include the following:

 ► Registered nurses
 ► Licensed practical or vocational nurses
 ► Nurse aides (used more than RNs or LPNs)

37,900
Elder Care
Facilities

Elder Care
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Account Types and Abailable Market

COMPANY
RESIDENT CAPACITY 

Independent Living, Assisted  
Living, Memory Care

U.S. PROPERTIES

Brookdale  113,022 1,140

Holiday Retirement 41,508 306

Life Care Services LLC 25,989 110

Five Star Quality Care 25,133 228

Sunrise Senior Living 25,065 245

Erickson Living Management 23,476 17

Atria senior Living Group 20,536 154

Senior Lifestyle Corp. 17,324 179

Capital Senior Living Corp 15,100 117

Meridian Senior Living LLC 9,000 118

What to Prioritize
The healthcare space is complex, and looking at just one element like bed count 
can be misleading. This graphic helps illustrate where opportunity lies and how 
to approach prioritization and sales planning actions.
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Account Types and Abailable Market

1,2) SK&A Information, Health Care Market Reports: HIS Top 25, 2013

3) Health Forum LLC, Fast Facts on US Hospitals, American Hospital Association. Updated January 2015.

4) Dunn, l. and Becker, S. 50 Things To Know About The Hospital Industry. Becker’s Hospital Review. July 23, 2013.

5,6) Centers for Disease Control. Long-Term Care Services in the United States. 2013.

7,8,9) Stone, Adam. 2015 Largest Senior Living Providers. Senior Living Executive. March/April 2015

1 Two-year deal size

           < $50K                         < $50K                       < $50K       < $50K                              < $50K

• Category volume is based on the number of hospitals or facilities in Account Type

Opportunity Value of Account Types (Two-year1 ) 
Potential revenue opportunity based on average deal size and category volume

300  
Independent 

Hospitals

20,600  
Extended Care 

Facilities2

37,900  
Elder Care Facilities

626  
IDNs3

3,200  
Hospital Systems

$2B$1.5B$703M$382M$37M

 ► +  ► +  ► +  ► +  ► +

2 excluding  
elder care

3  includes 1,500 
hospitals

• Extended Care and Elder Care have a 1:30 staff to resident ratio versus 1:5 nurse to patient ratio in  
  general care. Thus, revenue potential for Extended Care/Elder Care has been deflated to account for  
  difference in staffing levels
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BUYER ROLES
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‘My team is inundated with alarms and alerts. Frequent false and 
nuisance alarms cause nurses to ignore alarms or lower their 
volume, which poses a risk to the patient and can ultimately 
impact the patient’s care and safety.’

Buyer Roles

You will be selling into a complex buyer environment with many influencers in  the  
purchasing decision. There are five primary roles:

Chief Nursing Officer
The Chief Nursing Officer is responsible for ensuring patient care and all clinical and staffing standards are 
met. CNO’s develop clinical care programs, establish nursing procedures/ policies, conduct performance 
improvement activities and participate in cross-departmental decision making. They advise the executive 
team and represent the larger nursing services team. CNO’s manage budget and are likely to have funds for 
technology, workflow and communication improvement initiatives.

What is their Buyer Persona? The CNO is a line of business buyer with economic approval.

Profile

Motivations

Business Initiatives

 ► Chief Nursing Officer

 ► Informatics Manager

 ► Information Technology Director

• Mostly female, ages 35-65

• Bachelor’s or masters degree in health or related  
    business field, and often have a doctorate  
    degree in nursing

• Patient safety and quality of care
• Staff retention

• Reduce infection rates
• Reduce readmissions rates
• Improve the effectiveness of  
    communication among caregivers 

• National certification in  
    nursing management
• 7+ years of patient   
    care experience

• Staff performance and effectiveness

 ► Operations/Services Director

 ► ExecutiveDirector

• Staff performance and effectiveness
• Reduce noise
• Reduce alarm fatigue
• Improve patient satisfaction (HCAHP) scores

‘I want to create a working environment that fosters positive and compassionate care 
anenables my staff to deliver the very best care.’
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‘More and more nurses are utilizing their personal smartphone devices to 
take advantage of features like the camera or text messaging because it 
allows them to communicate faster and better. Using their personal phones 
to communicate patient information is very risky.’

‘I am tasked with implementing technologies and workflows that will enable 
digital communications at the point-of-care. And the solutions I implement need 
to be secure, reliable and integrate with EMR solutions already in motion.’ 

Informatics Director
Similar titles: Nursing Informatics Director, Clinical Informatics Manager 
The Nursing Informatics Director is responsible for the selection, implementation and evaluation of health 
IT that supports safe, high quality, patient-centric care. Informatics Directors evaluate and recommend 
technology, determine end-user requirements and needed functionality, plus design and deliver training to the 
nursing staff. They advise the executive team and work closely with clinical staff and the IT department.

Nursing Informatics Directors manage budget and are likely to have funds for technology, workflow and 
communication improvement initiatives, as well as hardware/software expenditures.

What is their Buyer Persona? The Director is a line of business buyer with economic approval

Profile

Motivations

Business Initiatives

• Mostly female, ages 35-65

• 10+ years of patient care experience. Critical care  
    and medical/surgical experience are most  
    common backgrounds

• Patient safety and quality of care
• Compliance and security

• Reduce interruptions and imove  
    productivity rates with improved  
    workflows and tools
• Develop implementation plan  
    for stage 3 of Meaningful  
    Use requirements

• BSN degree in health or related business field,  
    mayhave a Masters in health or informatics

• Saving time, effort and money
• Data driven decision making

• Implement proper patient  
    identification and drug  
    administration technology and  
    new clinical workflows
• Update technology and  
    workflows to meet  
    HIPAA  compliancy

‘I see technology as a catalyst for collaboration, communication and state-of-the-art  
patient care.’

Buyer Roles
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• Proven technologies and products
• Easy implementation and low maintenance

‘I know clinical staff is using their personal smartphones at point-of-care 
because they are faster and can text, but I don’t have the tools or resources 
to manage the devices, ensure they are compliant or to help troubleshoot 
when a phonestops working or gets dropped.’

Information Technology Director
Similar titles: IT Director, Director/Manager of Networking, Director/ Manager of Telecom 
The Information Technology Director is responsible for the overall planning, organizing, and execution of all 
network, telecom, computer, and health information systems to best support the hospital’s clinical, financial and 
strategic objectives. This includes directing all IT operations to meet requirements as well as the support and 
maintenance of existing applications and development of new technical solutions. They advise the Executive 
Team and work closely with the Informatics Director and Operations/Services Director

Healthcare IT departments are typically limited in funds. Thus IT is not likely to fund new initiatives, but they are 
an important advocate and satisfying all interoperability requirements is a key hurdle in gaining IT support to 
advance a sale.

What is their Buyer Persona? The IT Director is a technical buyer with economic approval

Profile

Motivations

Business Initiatives

• Mostly male, ages 30-55
• Experience in the most current technologies  
    and products used in the industry

• Fast, reliable networks and  
    technology services

• Enable EMR at point-of-care
• Expand mobile and cable networks  
    for telehealth services

• Bachelor’s degree in computer science or  
    related field often have a masters degree
• 8+ years of information technology experience

• Upgrade technologies
• Secure messaging

‘I want to ensure our hospital and staff have the technology needed to do their 
 job with minimal disruption.’

Buyer Roles
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‘It happens far too often that patients have to wait for rooms, tests and other 
procedures. This annoys patients and causes further disruption for the staff.’

‘We are working closely with the nursing staff to develop improved workflows 
for patient transfer and discharge, as well as discussing how new technologies 
could aid in communication between clinical staff and care coordinators to 
eliminate the waiting game.’

Operations/Services Director in ED, OR, Lab, Housekeeping
Similar titles: Healthcare Manager, Operations Manager, Operations Director, Director 
Environmental Services, Director Lab, Emergency Services Director, Critical Care Director

An Operations or Services Director is responsible for the design, operation, and improvement of a 
department’s processes and systems that create and deliver the hospital’s services. This includes management 
and optimization around staffing and utilization, room and patient procedure coordination, sanitation and 
supplies. The Director facilitates interdepartmental cooperation and works closely with the CNO.

The Operations or Services Director manage budget and are likely to have funds for technology, workflow 
and communication improvement initiatives, as well as hardware/software expenditures.

What is their Buyer Persona?  
An Operations or Services Director is a line of business buyer with possible economic approval

Profile

Motivations

Business Initiatives

• Male and female, ages 30-55
• 5+ years relevant experience

• Staff efficiency
• Patient care and safety

• Reduce infection rates
• Improve patient satisfaction (HCAHP) scores
• Improve workflows 

• Bachelor’s degree in healthcare, finance,  
    accounting or related field, may be an RN

• Workflow efficiencies

‘I enjoy coordinating with physicians, nurses, and other department members to provide a 
clean, safe and functional environment for everyone that steps into our hospital.’

Buyer Roles
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‘Everything we’re doing is with the expectation that if we’re not breaking 
even with Medicare and Medicaid, we’re not going to be successful.’

– Garrett Jackson, JD, MHA, BJC HealthCare’s value analysis manager

‘Any product that affects patient safety will grab our attention. We 
need to know it’s effective in terms of outcomes, how it compares to 
competitors’, and what it will work in conjunction with. We expect the 
vendor to clearly articulate product information and provide guidance 
on how their product fits in with our business and clinical needs.’

Executive
Similar titles: CIO, CINO, CFO, CTO, CPO 
The ‘C-suite’ is charged with tackling new strategic responsibilities resulting from the ACA, including prioritizing 
hospital initiatives that will improve patient outcomes, reduce costs and improve patient access to care. C-level 
personnel oversee the operation of IT, Finance, Operations and Clinical Care departments and are responsible 
for fostering collaboration between the groups. C-level personnel, in particular the CIO, play a large part in 
buying decisions and look to Department Directors for strategic recommendations and guidance

What is their Buyer Persona? An Executive is an executive buyer with economic approval

Profile

Motivations

Business Initiatives

• Mostly male, ages 40-65
• 15+ years of general business leadership

• Reducing costs
• Reimbursement

•  Develop long-term mobile  
    technology strategy
• Integrate Information Systems

• Sales, marketing and customer  
    service backgrounds
• Master degree in business or related field

• Patient satisfaction
• Public perception 

• Update technologies
• HIPAA compliant

‘I enjoy coordinating with physicians, nurses, and other department members to provide a 
clean, safe and functional environment for everyone that steps into our hospital.’

Buyer Roles
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IPRO creates purpose-built devices that transform workplace mobility. Wireless 
communication solutions allow clinical staff to roam freely throughout the hospital 
without sacrificing voice and data coverage or clarity, and our devices integrate 
seamlessly with existing systems meaning more uptime and better customer 
service.

Hospitals need reliable, high-quality communication tools and our wireless 
products are designed specifically for hospitals and have unparalleled voice 
quality. Our PIVOT™ family of products help deliver those benefits through a 
number of key features:

 ► Smartphone-like ease-of-use

 ► Durable and designed to last for several years

 ► Resistant to dust and liquids and can be disinfected

 ► Secure messaging

 ► Camera

 ► An optional integrated, high performance 1D/2D barcode scanner

 ► Advanced application and workflow integration

 ► Easy to implement, integrate and manage for IT

 ► Field-upgradeable for software features 

The IPRO Value Propositions
We are making three core value propositions to the healthcare market.  
Our solutions:

 ► Improve patient outcomes and satisfaction

 ► Enhance clinical quality and safety

 ► Optimize costs

Why They’l l  Be Interested in IPRO
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Improving patient outcomes and satisfaction with:
 ►  Direct Nurse Call - Get even more out of existing nurse call systems with  

       the addition of mobile handsets so patients can reach caregivers quickly,  
       with a single touch directly from bedside

 ► Fight Alarm Fatigue - Unique ring tones to prioritize response

 ► Eliminate Overhead Paging - Direct nurse communications means less  
      overhead paging—for more peaceful, healing environment 

Enhance clinical quality and safety with:
 ► Informed Mobility - Assure caregivers have a constant connection to  

      critical patient information, from any in-building location, to save time and  
      unnecessary steps

 ► Patient Privacy - Distribute messages to caregivers, and trusted partners  
      beyond hospital walls, with secure, messaging (HIPAA-compliant). Ensure  
      patient data privacy  information is not stored on devices 

 ► Maintain Activity Log and Monitor Service Quality - Record and archive  
      data to create a holistic view of your teams’ service quality. Quickly accept  
      or escalate issues with a single  touch of a button to ensure best practices

 ► Secure Activity Record - Maintain secure server-based message log for  
      auditing, archiving andretrieval purposes

 ► Proper Patient Identification – Utilize Barcode scanning technologies for  
     identification tracking, medication administrations

 ► Control Infection – Mobile device can be sterilized with hospital grade  
      cleaning agents, and can be used with gloves

Why They’l l  Be Interested in IPRO
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Optimizing costs with:
 ► Communicate With Many Devices, Many Ways - Save time and steps  

      by sending messages to individuals and groups from a desktop PC,  
      nurses station or any mobile device—you choose the right  
      communications method

 ► Seamless Integration - Assured interoperability with patient monitoring  
      systems and middleware, to deliver critical alerts to caregivers’ mobile  
      IPRO handsets

 ► Secure messaging – Ensure staff communications and sharing of patient  
      information is HIPAA compliant to reduce the risk of violation fines and  
      arbitration expenses

 ► Durability – Phone is built to last, and has a shelf life of several years  
      cutting down on replacement and maintenance

Why They’l l  Be Interested in IPRO
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The IPRO Sales Plays

When we look at solution selling, one thing becomes very clear – the more we 
align our solution to the needs of our customer, the more successful we become. 
And when aligning our solutions to the needs of our customers – we must not 
focus only on the underlying technical needs, but rather the business needs.

It is easy to simply come into a sales call and talk about our products – it is what 
we know and what we are comfortable with. While harder, taking the time to 
understand what is driving our customers’ needs gives us tremendous insight 
to craft solutions that provide meaningful value for our customers. The plays 
we outline below are primarily designed to help you align IPRO solutions to the 
business needs of your customers.

In the first section of this playbook, we learned that the key business drivers of 
healthcare are:

1.  Improving patient outcomes;

2. Reducing costs; and,

3. Increasing access to care.

These business drivers are universal. They impact the actions from the board 
level to the C-suite and become the business initiatives that our primary buyers 
are tasked with implementing. By understanding the needs behind these 
projects – the business initiatives - several important things happen:

 ► We can craft solutions that solve real business problems as we understand  
      the underlying needs of our buyers.

 ► We have a clear line of sight to the business drivers creating our   
      opportunity, allowing us to better communicate solution value in building  
      the business case.
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What becomes important in these conversations is that we reframe the dialog 
away from the lower level details of our products and focus on how our solutions 
help our customers solve their business problems. Reframing is a powerful 
technique that allows us to point our customers away from specific product 
features and focus them on the larger picture. We can then talk about the larger 
value of the solution and paint a stronger vision of the future. By focusing on 
solving a business level problem, we better align to our customers’ needs, 
become a valued partner and provide more value.

The sales plays outlined below follow an important business alignment 
pattern. First we identify the business driver associated with the play. Next, 
we identify the business initiatives that that IPRO solutions can address. And 
finally, the business outcomes are the benefits that customers experience from 
implementing our solutions.

In many cases multiple business initiatives may exist that support a single 
business driver. This is good as it underscores the business need that we can 
help solve. IPRO Plays become the unique opportunities that we can bring 
forward to our customers.

As you review these plays please give thought to this pattern and how it enables you 
to better understand and align to the needs of your customers. The plays are:

 ► Clinical Workflow/Nursing Efficiency

 ► Improved Communications

 ► Reduced Noise

 ► Upgrades

 ► Delivery of Apps to Nurses

 ► HIPAA/PHI Security

 ► Mobile EMR Applications

 ► Care Coordination and  
      Patient Transport

 ► Infection Control

 ► Meaningful Use 3 - CDS

The IPRO Sales Plays
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Business Drivers

Business Initiatives

Business Initiatives

Improving Patient Outcomes

Clinical Workflow/ 
Nursing Efficiency UpgradesImproved 

Communications HIPAA/PHI Security

Mobile EMR 
Applications

Meaningful 
Use 3 – CDS

Delivery of Apps 
toNurses

Infection Control Care Coordination 
&Patient Transport

Reducing Cost

Affordable Care Act Impact on Selling to Healthcare

1. Clinical Workflow/Nursing Efficiency

2. Improved Communications

3. Reduce Noise

4. Upgrades

5. Delivery of Apps to Nurses

6. HIPAA/PHI Security

7. Mobile EMR Applications

8. Care Coordination & Patient Transport

9. Infection Control

10. Meaningful Use 3 – CDS

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Clinical Workflow/Nursing Efficiency

Business Driver
 ► Improved patient outcomes 

 ► Reduce cost  

Business Initiative
 ► Clinical workflow and nursing efficiency are areas of continuous  

      improvement for hospitals, and are tied to improved patient outcomes  
      and cost reduction 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► Chief Nursing Officer

 ► Informatics Manager

 ► Care Coordinators 

In an inherently mobile and dynamic world, nursing efficiency and clinical 
workflow optimization is a continuous challenge. Nurses play a critical 
role in patient outcomes. The more time nurses can spend focusing on 
the patient, the better the patient outcome. Effective use of wireless 
communications can increase nursing efficiency and allow nurses to 
spend more time delivering care to patients. This is accomplished with 
streamlined communications across wireless voice and data applications.

The IPRO Sales Plays
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Play
 ► Overview: Use of wireless communications systems to deliver information  

      to nurses quickly and securely via applications – including voice

 ► Solution: Any IPRO wireless system. The DECT and Wi-Fi 8400  
      series can run apps, but users may require PIVOT if more robust apps  
      are needed

 ► AIMS Partners: All (See page 53 of playbook for complete list.) 

Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► A hospital is having difficulties in seeing the value in PIVOT. Reframe to  
      the value of nursing efficiency and spending more time with patients.  
      PIVOT becomes an enabler of this by provider quicker and more direct  
      access to information for the nurse. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – More efficient execution of tasks and less waste

 ► Primary – Improved patient satisfaction

 ► Primary – Improved patient outcomes

 ► Primary – Reduced length of stay or increase throughput

 ► Evidence

• Value of Nursing

• Smartphone Based Mobility for Nurses (great article)

• Personal Mobile Phones Distract Nurse –  
         Case for Hospital Owned Devices

• Mobile Makes Hospitals More Efficient

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Improved Communications

Business Driver
 ► Improved patient outcomes 

Business Initiative
 ► Improve communications to create better outcomes, reduce risk and  

      improve efficiency of the clinical staff

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► Chief Nursing Officer • Risk Management

Play
 ► Overview: Use of wireless communications systems to deliver information  

      to nurses quickly and securely via applications – including voice

 ► Solution: Any IPRO wireless system. The DECT and Wi-Fi 8400  
      series can run apps, but users may require PIVOT if more robust apps 
      are needed

Communications between the clinical staff is critical to the delivery 
of quality healthcare. The Joint Commission has established this as 
a national priority with the National Patient Safety Goal (NPSG) 2 to 
improve the effectiveness of communication among caregivers. The 
Joint Commission cites communications as the second leading root 
cause of reported sentinel events (an unexpected occurrence involving 
death or serious physical injury) in 2013 and 2014. 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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 ► AIMS Partners:

Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► Customers are reluctant to adopt PIVOT. Point to the need for better 
communication and the Joint Commission’s direction. PIVOT’s ability to extend 
rich applications provides more capability to communicate.

 ► Customers are reluctant to adopt wireless technology in general. Point to 
the larger importance of communications in outcomes and the importance of 
enabling mobile healthcare workers.

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Improved patient outcomes resulting from better communication 

and coordination of care

 ► Primary – Improved patient satisfaction due to better delivery of care and 
less frustration by the patient

 ► Secondary – Improved staff productivity as a result of more efficient 
coordination

 ► Evidence

• Communication was the second highest rated root cause for Sentinel  
          Events in 2013 and 2014 as found by the Joint Commission.

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Reduce Noise

Business Driver
 ► Improved patient outcomes

 
Business Initiative

 ► Reduce Noise to create a better environment for patients, improve the     
      patient experience and reduce length of stay

 
Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner

 ► Chief Nursing Officer

Play
 ► Overview: Use of wireless phone systems removes the need for paging  

      systems in the hospital and significantly reduces overhead noise. This  
      may be IPRO’s strongest play in a customer that has not  
      implemented wireless

 ► Solution: Any IPRO wireless system.

 ► AIMS Partners:

Loud environments in hospitals are not conducive to the healing process, 
negatively impacting the patient’s experience. Overhead paging and 
traditional phone systems are key contributors to noise levels in a hospital. 
The use of wireless phone systems can be a fundamental step in reducing 
noise in a hospital.

The IPRO Sales Plays
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Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► For a smaller hospital that has not adopted wireless phone systems,  
      reframe to the clinical and patient experience benefits of reduced noise.

 ► For a long-term care facility that has not considered wireless solutions,  
      reframe to the benefits of the residences of a lower noise environment.

 ► For existing Wi-Fi customers, reframe to increased benefit by expanding  
      users and/or applications supported, thereby further reducing noise.

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Improved patient outcomes by providing a less stressful  

      environment as a by-product of reduced noise

 ► Primary – Improved patient satisfaction. A quieter environment should  
      improve overall patient satisfaction with their hospital stay leads to better  
      HCAHP scores/ reimbursement

 ► Secondary – Improved staff productivity. Loud environments are harder to  
      operate in and stress nursing staffs

 ► Evidence

• Sound Control for Improved Outcomes in Healthcare Settings

• Reference Article – The Clatter of the Hospital 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Upgrades

Business Driver
 ► Reduce cost 

Business Initiative
 ► Upgrade existing technology to cost effectively extend the value of the  

      existing infrastructure investments 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ►  IT Director/ Manager 

Play
 ► Overview: Upgrade or expansion of existing equipment. This is a refresh of 

an existing installation.

 ► Solution: Upgrade of any existing IPRO system

 ► AIMS Partners: All 

Loud environments in hospitals are not conducive to the healing process, 
negatively impacting the patient’s experience. Overhead paging and 
traditional phone systems are key contributors to noise levels in a hospital. 
The use of wireless phone systems can be a fundamental step in reducing 
noise in a hospital.

 ► CIO

The IPRO Sales Plays
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Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► A customer indicates they are satisfied with current devices and do not see  
      a need for new hardware.

 ► If the customer is implementing a new system or application that could  
      leverage a new handset like PIVOT, explain the value of extending the new  
      system to mobile and how IPRO can be an enabler of that value. 

Reframe away from this, when:

 ► A customer is resisting an upgrade. Point to other plays that impact  
      patient care. Suggest an upgrade to PIVOT to enable a better ability for  
      nurses to care for patients via extending mobile application delivery. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – continued use of existing and proven technology maximizes the  

      return on invested capitalnursing staffs

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Delivery of Apps to Nurses

 
Business Driver

 ► Improved patient outcomes

 ► Reduce cost 

Business Initiative
 ► Delivery of applications to nurses to improve patient care and outcomes,  

      as well as improve clinical workflows to achieve efficiency gains that net  
      cost savings 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► Chief Nursing Officer

 ► Nursing Informatics 

Play
 ► Overview: Upgrade or expansion of existing equipment. This is a refresh  

      of an existing installation.

 ► Solution: Upgrade of any existing IPRO system

As medicine continues to leverage technology, it will be increasingly 
important for clinicians to access applications at bedside, or the point-of-
care. These applications can support decision making, positively identify 
patients, aid in communication flow and extend EMR functionality. Purpose-
built enterprise mobile devices are required to meet the current and future 
needs of application delivery. 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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AIMS Partners:

Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► A hospital is having difficulties in seeing the value in wireless  
      communications and PIVOT specifically. Reframe to the value of nursing  
      efficiency and spending more time with patients. Wireless voice and data  
      solutions become an enabler of this by providing quicker and more direct  
      access to information for the nurse. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Improved patient satisfaction

 ► Primary – Improved patient outcomes

 ► Evidence

• Nurses want to use app

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: HIPAA/PHI Data Security

Business Driver
 ► Reduce costs 

Business Initiative
 ► Protect PHI and HIPAA compliance to avoid a data breach or exposure 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► CIO

 ► CISO (Chief Information Security Officer)

 ► Informatics Manager

 ► Risk Management 

Play
 ► Overview: Implement devices that enable secure applications for use  

      within the hospital

 ► Solution: Any IPRO wireless system.

Protecting Patient Health Information (“PHI”) is a top priority for healthcare 
providers as HIPAA violations have serious financial and reputational 
impacts. Having PHI shared on unsecured devices via text messaging and 
other means put patient data at risk of exposure. Using hospital owned and 
controlled devices and secured application reduces the risk associated with 
HIPAA and PHI exposure. 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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 ► AIMS Partners:

Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► Hospitals are reluctant to invest in wireless or move to PIVOT. Reframe  
      the conversation to one focused on security and HIPAA compliance.  
      Show wireless devices – especially PIVOT – as a key enabler to secure  
      communications and HIPAA compliance. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Reduced risk of HIPAA data breach or exposure

 ► Primary – Avoid fines and corrective actions associated with a  
      HIPAA violation

 ► Primary – Avoid reputational impact from a data breach

 ► Secondary – Avoid loss of patient confidence in their healthcare providers  
      as a result of a breach

 ► Evidence

• $750,000 fine for stolen laptop

• $4.5M fine for exposed patient records

• HIPAA Compliance for Clinician Texting

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: EMR Applications

Business Driver
 ► Reduce cost

 
Business Initiative

 ► Implement native mobile EMR and other applications onto secure handheld  
      devices for clinicians 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► Chief Information Officer

 ► Chief Nursing Officer

 ► Nursing Informatics (Chief Nursing Informatics Officer or other roles)

 ► Medical Informatics (Chief Medical Informatics Officer or other roles 

Most – if not all hospitals – have an EMR implemented and in active use. 
2014 set a milestone with a significant increase in mobile companion 
applications for clinicians to access EMR information natively from a mobile 
device. This represents a shift from browser-based access. Many have seen 
the availability of native mobile EMR applications as a significant driver 
to mobile adoption by clinicians. While Epic and Cerner have had mobile 
native applications for some time, 2014 and 2015 were seen as pivotal 
years for mass-market adoption driving the need for devices. 

Epic’s handheld Mobile App for Providers is Rover. Cerner’s equivalent 
mobile application is PowerChart Touch. 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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Play
 ► Overview: Place devices that enable secure applications for use within  

      the hospital

 ► Solution: PIVOT with application availability

 ► AIMS Partners:

Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► Hospitals are reluctant to purchase PIVOT. Reframe to how an investment  
      in PIVOT can extend the value of their EMRs. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Improved information delivery to the end device for clinicians  

      driving improved productivity

 ► Primary – Improved patient outcomes via better information delivery  
      to clinicians

 ► Primary – Improved patient outcomes

 ► Primary – Reduced length of stay or increase throughput

 ► Evidence

• Mobile Devices and Apps for Health Care Professionals: Uses and  
          Benefits Physician Perceptions of Mobile & Connected Health 

Partnering Note
Epic has a non-partnering position so it will be very important for you to engage 
with the system integrator to help in positioning IPRO. Don’t rely on partnering 
with Epic. Cerner is partnered with the MC40. If Cerner is the EMR, be ready to 
make a competitive sales against the MC40, referencing the MC40 battle card.

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Care Coordination and  
Patient Transport

Business Driver
 ► Improved patient outcomes

 ► Reduce costs 

Business Initiative
 ► Patient transfer – Improve the speed and efficiency of transferring patients  

      between areas and departments in a hospital

 ► Increase utilization – Improve utilization of equipment (e.g. MRI machine)  
      and procedure rooms 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► Chief Nursing Officer

 ► Care Coordinators 

Play
 ► Overview: Extend the use of wireless systems to the staff involved in  

      patient transport. This play may be a strong crosssell opportunity for  
      existing customers that have just deployed wireless phones to the  
      nursing staff.

Transferring patients between areas of the hospital causes inefficiency and 
frustration. Poor transfer of patients can make inefficient use of hospital 
resources, extend length of stay and create frustration with patients. 
Extending wireless phone systems to clinical staff responsive for transfer 
can aid in increasing transfer efficiency. 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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 ► Solution: Any IPRO wireless system. Secure text messaging may  
     enhance this value proposition.

 ► AIMS Partners:

Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► When a hospital is reluctant to increase the footprint of their wireless  
      systems. Patient transfer is an area with direct benefit to improved  
      communications flows.

 ►  Hospital has a financial profitability issue and is running at high capacity.  
       Additional coordination enabled by better wireless communications  
       increases resource utilization rates adding to more potential profit from  
      existing resources. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Improved patient satisfaction by not being delays or left in  

      areas/ hallways

 ► Primary – Decreased length of stay by eliminating delays and waste

 ► Primary – Increased utilization of hospital resources (increased room  
      turnover, better use of diagnostic and procedurefacilities, better use  
      of equipment…)

 ► Secondary – Cost reductions resulting from shorter length of stay

 ► Evidence

• Using Tracking Tools to Improve Patient Flow in Hospitals

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Infection Control

Business Driver
 ► Improved patient outcomes

 ► Reduce cost 

Business Initiative
 ► Infection control is a continuous improvement area for hospitals and cell  

      phones are a known carrier of bacterial growth and lack regular cleaning 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► Chief Nursing Officer

 ► Risk Management 

Play
 ► Overview: Position IPRO products with the ability to be continuously  

      cleaned over time. Cleaning has the ability to reduce the growth of  
      bacterial growth and the potential spread of HAI. Devices can also be used   
      with sterile gloves of any material without  degrading the plastic.

Hospital Acquired Infections (HAI) are a serious problem in hospitals and 
continuous area of focus for management. Aside from the direct risk to 
patients and clinicians, HAIs also have a financial burden on hospitals. 
Medicare no longer pays some HAIs, which shifts the financial burden of 
HAIs to a hospital. Mobile phones used by clinicians have bacterial growth 
and may not be regularly cleaned. PIVOT and the other IPRO systems are 
specifically designed for regular cleaning/disinfecting unlike consumer 
grade devices.

The IPRO Sales Plays
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 ► Solution: IPRO products with the ability to withstand medical  
      cleaning and can be used with sterile gloves 

Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► Hospitals are considering a BYOD or other alternative that does not  
      stand up against regular cleaning by introducing the impact on TCO.  
      Use this reframe as a competitive differentiator and turn the tables on the  
      alternative. Hospital Acquired Infections are very costly and can quickly  
     off-set any financial benefit associated with a competitor. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Reduction in HAI spread

 ► Primary – Reduced cost of HAI incidents

 ► Primary – Improved patient and staff safety

 ► Secondary – Reduced cost of ownership as IPRO devices stand up  
      to repeated disinfection compared to consumer devices

 ► Evidence

• Do Cell Phones Spread Infections

• Infection Levels on Clinical Phones – Cleaning Solves

• Cleveland Clinic Encourage Daily Phone Cleaning 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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PLAY: Meaningful Use 3 – CDS

Business Driver
 ► Reduce cost 

Business Initiative
 ► Implement CDS systems to comply with Meaningful Use 3 or new EMR  

      requirements and improve patient care 

Primary Decision Maker / Business Initiative Owner
 ► Chief Information Officer

 ► Chief Nursing Officer

 ► Nursing Informatics (Chief Nursing Informatics Officer or other roles)

 ► Medical Informatics (Chief Medical Informatics Officer or other roles

 ► Risk Management 

Play
 ► Overview: Place secure end devices that enable secure applications for  

      use within the hospital

 ► Solution: PIVOT with application availability

 ► AIMS Partner: All

Meaningful Use 3 has an objective area to demonstrate the use of multiple 
Clinical Decision Support (CDS) systems. A CDS system could require that 
information and alerts from these systems be delivered immediately and 
directly to the clinicians. A wireless handheld device is an ideal delivery 
point for these systems. 

The IPRO Sales Plays
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Reframe
Reframe to this, when:

 ► Customers are reluctant to move to PIVOT. Reframe to how PIVOT is a key  
      tool in achieving Meaningful Use 3.

 ► Customers are looking for budget dollars for PIVOT program. Meaningful  
      Use 3 may be a mechanism to provide funding for a PIVOT program. 

Business Outcomes
 ► Primary – Compliance with Meaningful Use 3 objectives to receive a  

      CMS incentive payment

 ► Primary – Improved patient outcomes via better information delivery  
      to clinicians

 ► Evidence

• Meaningful Use 3 Objectives

• Meaningful Use Stage 3 – 2015 Certification final rules released

• Clinical Decision Support and Meaningful Use

The IPRO Sales Plays
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Social Sell ing Tips

What is Social Selling? Social selling is the process of researching, connecting, 
and interacting with prospects and customers on social media networks like 
LinkedIn and Twitter. It supports lead nurturing by commenting on, liking and 
sharing prospects’ and customers’ posts. Salespeople create relationships with 
buyers and boost their credibility by taking an interest in what they’re interested in.

 
Getting Started

1. Optimize your social profiles

2. Join relevant LinkedIn Groups:

• ACO Healthcare Executives Network - 5,998 members

• Healthcare Executives Network - 223,524 members

• Forum for Healthcare Strategists - 5,509 members

• Health Care Communication News - 3,874 members

• Healthcare Services and Products Sales and Marketing - 6,801 members

• Health 2.0 - 44,889 members

• Medical Group Management Association (MGMA) - 44,456 members

• HIMSS - 164,981 members

• Healthcare Industry Professionals Group - 70,399 members

• American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) - 16,189 members

• Nurse Leader Tactics and Resources - 8,259 members 

72.6% of salespeople who incorporated social media into their process 
outperformed their colleagues

– The Social Media and Sales Quota Survey 2015
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Request to Join Template 

Dear [insert Admin Contact]

I am a Healthcare [insert title i.e. Account Executive] at IPRO. Our company 
provides wireless communication devices and application services for 
healthcare. I’m interested in joining [insert name of group] to stay current 
on the business initiatives, issues and trends impacting clinical staff, as well 
as the technologies they are implementing to improve care.

I look forward to joining the group and participating in the discussions.

Sincerely,

[insert name]

3. Engage in additional forums, read blogs and set up news alerts.

 ► http://www.modernhealthcare.com

 ► http://www.himss.org

 ► http://chimecentral.org

 ► http://www.healthcareguy.com

 ► http://www.cdwcommunit.com

 ► http://www.americanehr.com/blog/

 ► http://www.athenahealth.com/blog

 ► http://electronichealthreporter.com

 ► http://www.healthcare-informatics.com/blogs

 ► http://hitconsultant.net

 ► http://www.kevinmd.com/blog/category/tech

 ► http://mhealthwatch.com

 ► http://www.hhnmag.com/

Social Sell ing Tips

http://www.modernhealthcare.com
http://www.himss.org
http://chimecentral.org
http://www.healthcareguy.com
http://www.cdwcommunit.com
http://www.americanehr.com/blog/
http://www.athenahealth.com/blog
http://electronichealthreporter.com
http://www.healthcare-informatics.com/blogs
http://hitconsultant.net
http://www.kevinmd.com/blog/category/tech
http://mhealthwatch.com
http://www.hhnmag.com/
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4. Subscribe to LinkedIn Sales Navigator

a. Go to https://business.linkedin.com to subscribe

b. Go to your ‘Sales Navigator’ account in LinkedIn and set up  
          your preferences

c. Review the Sales Navigator workflow in SFDC Sales Doc Libraries

Send an  
InMail Save accounts

Ask for  
an Intro Save Leads

View Lead  
Rec

Check Your 
Homepage

Build Your  
Search

Log In

Social Sell ing Tips

https://business.linkedin.com
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Connect with potential buyers
Connect to people associated with your Account and key stakeholders within 
hospital organizations using

LinkedIn’s ‘Get Introduced’ or ‘InMail’ service.

 ► InMail Best Practices:

 ► Use a compelling subject line

 ► Demonstrate that you’ve done your homework on the recipient’s company

 ► Mention a common contact

 ► Refer to a common LinkedIn group

 ► Comment on a LinkedIn group posting (theirs or someone else’s)

 ► Discuss a common company, experience, or personal interest  
      based on reading their profile

 ► Ask for an opinion

 ► Make it about their needs, interests, and goals and not just your  
      product or service

 ► Avoid product and service descriptions

Engage with potential buyers

1. Share content that is relevant to their motivations and business initiatives, 
such as

• http://consultqd.clevelandclinic.org/2015/08/personal-cell-phones- 
          on the-nursing-unit-canimpact-infection-control-programs/

2. Like and Favorite content, in particular content posted by those  
    you are connected with

• Comment, but make it meaningful

Social Sell ing Tips

http://consultqd.clevelandclinic.org/2015/08/personal-cell-phones-
          on the-nursing-unit-canimpact-infection-control-programs/
http://consultqd.clevelandclinic.org/2015/08/personal-cell-phones-
          on the-nursing-unit-canimpact-infection-control-programs/
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Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence

How to Beat the Competition

Capability Capability Explained Supporting Facts and Proof Points

Healthcare 
application 
ecosystem

Support for a broad 
portfolio of Android 
base applications 
that extend PIVOT 
functionality into key 
new areas required 
for better patient 
outcomes

• IPRO’s AIMS Program supports application 
providers that deliver enhanced functionality and 
capabilities to IPRO wireless devices.

• IPRO’s open application platforms, including PIVOT’s 
support for Google™ Mobile Services and Android 
applications, enable AIMS Partners to leverage 
IPRO’s unique capabilities to deliver their solutions 
to mobile healthcare workers

• Unlike Ascom, IPRO handsets integrate with several 
leading middleware software vendors for access to 
the broadest range of healthcare apps

• IPRO offers a developer’s package and support to 
assist third parties in producing applications

• Our AIMs partner ecosystem includes more than 40 
signed partners producing applications, the majority 
of which are healthcare

• Native web browsers on our Wi-Fi handsets enable 
exceptionally rich application integrations

• Provide solutions that support presence and instant 
messaging, including Microsoft Skype for Business 
direct interoperability

• PIVOT handsets integrate with the industry’s 
leading Enterprise Mobile Management (EMM/
MDM) systems

• Provide Real-time Location System (RTLS) 
functionality to locate and track users throughout 
the workplace

• Incorporate panic buttons and accelerometers to 
detect situations such as “man down”
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Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence

How to Beat the Competition (Cont’d)

Capability Capability Explained Supporting Facts and Proof Points

Feature 
completeness 
for healthcare

• Viewable display

• Smartphone-like 
form factor

• Lightweight

• Integrated 
barcode scanner

• Support for Push-
toTalk (PTT)

• Support for secure 
text messaging

• Support for 
wireline call 
control functions

• Desk phone 
handset twinning

• Safety features

• IPRO handsets deliver large, color displays that are 
readable in various lighting conditions, for easy 
readability and access to critical information

• Familiar QWERTY or telephone-based keypad 
interface minimizes training time

• Choice of lightweight handsets and industrial 
designs

• Integrated barcode readers on the PIVOT 8753 
and IPRO 8453 handsets are high-performance 
industrial, 1D/2D imagers, designed to work in 
rigorous environments

• PTT and text messaging capabilities are built in to 
our solutions, unlike with some competitors (e.g. 
Cisco) that offer PTT as an “add on” or require 
additional servers

• Unlike cellular, IPRO wireless solutions support the 
full range of traditional PBX call control features and 
simultaneously ring the enduser’s desktop phone 
extension and wireless telephone

• Unlike Ascom, IPRO handsets can be used with all 
types of medical gloves and cleaned with standard 
healthcare cleaning agents without degrading 
handset plastics
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Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence

How to Beat the Competition (Cont’d)

Capability Capability Explained Supporting Facts and Proof Points

Solutions 
mapped to 
the needs of 
healthcare

• Purpose-built devices

• Access to key data

• Worker safety alarms

• Healthcare safety 
alarms

• Cleanable, 
disinfectable

• Chemical friendly 
plastics

• Protection against 
dust and water

• Healthcare case 
studies

• The IPRO 70-Series DECT Handsets have 
been designed specifically to address the 
needs of healthcare

• We can provide handsets incorporating 
alarms that comply to industry-recognized 
norms

• The IPRO Handset is disinfectant-resistant 
with a membrane keypad for easy cleaning to 
avoid the spread of bacteria

• All our handsets are resistant to dust and 
spraying water: some DECT models meet the 
IP54 standard for dust and

• water ingress protection, while others and all 
the Wi-Fi handsets are IP64-compliant and 
dust tight

• IPRO handsets include panic button and IPRO 
SAFE, man-down features

• Quick Barcode Connector gives staff fast 
access to the data they need

• We have many examples of IPRO workplace 
mobility solutions in healthcare
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Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence

How to Beat the Competition (Cont’d)

Capability Capability Explained Supporting Facts and Proof Points

Interoperability • Call control integration

• Wireless LAN 
interoperability

• Microsoft® Skype 
for Business Server 
interoperability

• Google Mobile Services

• Cisco Unified 
Communications 
Manager and Cisco 
WLAN Access Points 
support

• IPRO workplace mobility solutions 
interoperate with 95% of IP-based and 
legacy call control implementations and 95% 
of enterprise-grade 802.11 access points

• The IPRO VIEW program certifies its partners 
to provide customers with proven Wi-Fi 
telephony solutions using enterprise-class 
WLAN infrastructure products and IPRO’s 
8000 Portfolio solutions

• The IPRO CSI program tests the telephony 
integration and infrastructure to ensure that 
IPRO solutions, work on the communication 
platforms you use

• The IPRO AIMS program makes it easier 
for application providers and mobile device 
managers (MDMs) around the world to 
extend the functionality and customization of 
IPRO solutions.

• We are the only vendor with solutions 
that interoperate with Microsoft Skype for 
Business server, supporting enterprise 
presence, IM, peer-to-peer and multiparty 
voice calling, and PSTN connectivity

• IPRO is the first Google Mobile Services- 
certified enterprise-grade Smartphone in the 
industry 
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Common Objections

Objection Real Concern Answer

Why can’t I just 
use a smart 
phone for this?

It’s easier to just buy 
consumer devices – fewer 
approvals required, easy 
access through wireless 
carriers, and we can 
just expense them. Plus 
employees will never 
complain about getting an 
iPhone; they’re really cool.

Giving consumer smartphones to your users 
might be a good short-term solution but will cost 
a lot more in the long run. You need enterprise-
grade devices that will stand up to 24x7 use, 
provide consistent voice quality on the Wi-Fi 
network, and be manageable just like all the 
other IT equipment you deploy. We know of 
several hospitals that deployed iPhones and 
then went back to buy purpose-built devices in 
order to keep the mobile solution viable.

I don’t see how 
this streamlines 
my business 
processes.

I don’t believe this will save 
me money.

There are independent studies that show how 
workers whose job requires them to move 
around the office or facility can save an average 
of 15 minutes a day if they are provided with 
wireless communications. This is because they 
don’t have to search for colleagues they need to 
talk to, or find a fixed phone when they need to 
make a call. So your employees become more 
productive, just by having a mobile handset. 
When you add in access to applications that 
make their jobs easier, you can see how your 
whole operation can quickly become more 
efficient, saving you money and giving you an 
excellent return on your investment.

Your system is 
too complex to 
manage. 

I can’t afford the time or 
effort to set this up and 
administer your solution. 
I’m concerned about 
tracking the smartphones 
and measuring TCO.

Unlike consumer smartphone solutions, 
you need comprehensive deployment and 
management tools to minimize support resource 
requirements and to lower the TCO. With, you 
can quickly provision and support handsets 
remotely. And Configuration Management 
Server (CMS) solution can be installed locally or 
you can take advantage of our hosted solution.

Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence
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Common Objections (Cont’d)

Objection Real Concern Answer

We can’t use 
wireless. It’s not 
secure.

I don’t want the 
risk of confidential 
information being 
compromised  
or misused.

The standards we follow for Wi-Fi solutions – 
including enterprise- grade WLAN protocols, Secure 
Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) and Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) – protect your confidential 
information from unauthorized users, hackers and 
outside surveillance. Our DECT range of solutions 
implement the inherently secure DECT standard. So 
security of wireless systems is not an issue. 

A greater risk is the way your employees use 
whatever system and tools you provide. With IPRO, 
you control how your workers can use their handsets 
for voice and data, making your system even more 
secure.

If I give my 
people one 
of your new 
handsets they’ll 
be surfing the 
web all day.

I don’t trust my 
users. There might 
be liability issues we 
haven’t thought of.

Application access is controlled by the system 
administrator. You can specify how each employee 
is able to use the handset and we support enterprise 
mobility management (EMM) solutions that can 
prevent unauthorized applications from being loaded 
on the device. 

Additionally, with our solution you won’t need to worry 
about internet access outside your firewall through 
cellular data services since the network access is only 
through your Wi-Fi network.

The handset is 
too big.

My employees won’t 
accept this. I will 
look out of touch 
and old- fashioned 
asking them to use 
something like this.

Being purpose-built for healthcare, all of our handsets 
are designed for durability and reliability. For example, 
if you drop a smartphone onto a hard surface it is 
likely to break. 

This doesn’t happen with IPRO handsets. 

And with our newer handsets, your team may only 
have to carry around one device, instead of two, three 
or more.

Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence
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Common Objections (Cont’d)

Objection Real Concern Answer

I need a scanner. I am concerned 
my users will 
complain about 
the PIVOT 7853 
form factor and 
not use the 
devices.

You have options that allow you to choose the right 
device at the right price depending on the scanner 
needs of different job functions. 

Our dedicated scanner device, the PIVOT 8753, is 
no heavier than most consumer smartphones, and is 
actually smaller and lighter than using an iPhone with a 
scanner attachment. 

And for staff that do not need heavy-duty scanning 
functionality, the PIVOT 8744/SC camera can be used for 
scanning as a lighter/ thinner option

I am concerned 
about bacterial 
growth on the 
phones.

I have to meet 
stringent 
guidelines for 
infection control 
to meet goals for 
HAI risk mitigation 
and am concerned 
about disinfecting 
the devices. 

IPRO handsets are made of unique plastic compositions, 
designed and tested to be cleaned with any solution 
used in hospitals. 

Our devices will outlast any other wireless products 
based on expected use and cleaning procedures.  
And liquid damage is included in IPRO maintenance 
plans. 

Plus, PIVOT handsets can be used with sterile gloves of 
any material without degrading the plastics. 

I don’t want to 
create a whole 
new separate 
infrastructure

This is going to be 
a massive extra 
overhead and 
burden on my  
IT staff.

DECT does not have to be costly to implement and is 
easy to manage. The advantages you gain by having 
a secure, highly available and reliable self-contained 
wireless communications system far outweigh the small 
additional overhead. 

However, if you wish instead to consider Wi-Fi, we have 
equally secure and reliable Wi-Fi based workplace 
mobility solutions I can show you.

Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence
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Deal Profiles 
Healthcare buyers make changes impacting patient outcomes and clinical workflows with 
appropriate diligence. While each impentation and deal is unique, sales deal velocity and 
deal size information can inform your forecasting and sales strategy

Healthcare Velocity by Sales Stage

STAGE 1: INVESTIGATING
Average 118 days

• Research prospect, company, industry

• Conduct internal Opportunity Planning

• Hold introductory Discovery Meeting / Phone Call

• Differentiate IPRO

• Send Opportunity E-Mail

STAGE 2: DEFINING
Average 50 days

• Conduct internal Opportunity Planning 

• Prepare for detailed discovery meeting(s) 

• Conduct Discovery Meeting(s) 

• Follow-up with all stakeholder not in  
attendance during discovery 

• Follow-up e-mail to all confirming business requirements

STAGE 3: EVALUATING
Average 53 days

• Conduct internal Opportunity Planning / Gather 
appropriate internal resources 

• Determine Response to RFP / Proposal 

• Schedule meeting with prospect decision makers, 
stakeholders and IPRO delivery team 

• Deliver formal proposal with IPRO Executive  
Team as appropriate 

• Submit RFP response and receive feedback 
from customer 

STAGE 4: VALIDATING
Average 62 days

• Conduct Internal Opportunity Planning / Gather appropriate 
internal resources 

• Develop/Implement Risk Response Strategy as appropriate 

• Discuss risk with customer 

• Summarize complete value proposition for the customer 

• Determine negotiation strategy and tactics 

• Determine customer’s specific process for final approvals / 
contract signature 

• Inform internal resources & activate IPRO  
delivery system

STAGE 5: DECISION
Average 14 days

• Conduct Internal Opportunity Planning / Gather 
appropriate internal resources 

• Obtain all necessary internal IPRO approvals 

• Close and/all negotiations and provide final pricing. 

• Finalize internal implementation planning 

• Conduct Implementation meeting with customer

AVERAGE 347 DAY SALES PROCESS 
FROM SOQ TO CLOSE1

1 Salesforce opportunity analysis of 34 healthcare details closed in 2015 H2 with  
reporting data using current stage definitions

Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence
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 Healthcare Deal Size2

< $50k $50-100k $100-250k $250-500k

Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2

 Accessories $8,489 $4,630 $17,118 $13,330 $61,493 $44,930 $79,824 $61,983

 Handsets $33,906 $12,309 $53,830 $77,263 $134,133 $137,862 $233,482 $114,050

 Infrastructure $14,349 $5,511 $22,214 $6,062 $61,015 $17,351 $10,000 $10,000

 Maintenance $25,484 $9,143 $67,090 $188,305 $101,515 $48,769 $193,913 $274,438

 Services $3,904 $5,952 $6,549 $10,083 $11,528 $30,953 $28,454 $49,333

 Gross $86,132 $37,545 $166,801 $295,043 $369,684 $279,865 $545,673 $509,804

2 Salesforce.com win report analysis from 2014 and 2015

Competitive & Sales Deal Intell igence
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